Rehabilitation Plantations Limited
(A Joint Venture of Govt. of India & Govt. of Kerala)
CIN • U01119KL 1976SGC002799,
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Regd. Office: PUNAlUR· 691 305, KOlLAM 015T., KERALA, INDIA

Company

18.05.2020

RPL/S/1921/2020 ./0/
QUOTATION
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NOTICE

Sealed quotations are invited form the Manufactures/Authorized dealers for supply
of Pump to be delivered at our Factory Complex, Kulathupuzha Estate.
SI.

Item

No.
1

Pump

Qty

Specification
KriloskarMono Block SP3L

1 No.

The quoted rate should b~ all inclusive (ie including GST,transportation charges,
loading and unloading charges, handling charges etc.). The supply should be
completed within 15 days on receipt of purchase order. Offers can be sent bye-mail or
by post and should reach here on or before 5.00 pm on 03. 06.2020. The quotation will
be opened at lOAM on 04.06.2020. If it happens to be a holiday, quotation will be
opened on the next working day at the same time and venue. The quotation should
be addressed to REHABILITATION
PLANTATIONS
LTD.,PUNALUR,691 305.
GENERALCONDITIONS
1. Any quotation received after the time fixed on the due date is liable to be
rejected.
2. Withdrawal from the quotation after it is accepted or failure to supply within the
specified time or in accordance with specifications will entail cancellation of the
order and the firm is liable to be blacklisted.
3. No representation for enhancement of price once accepted will be considered.
4. Payment will be made only after the supplies are actually verified and taken to
stock.
5. Quotationers should specify whether they possessGST& MSMERegistration.
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